The widespread adoption of aerial, ground and sea-borne unmanned systems (UMS) for national security applications provides many advantages; however, effectively controlling large numbers of UMS in complex environments with modest manpower is a significant challenge. A control architecture and associated control methods are under development to allow a single user to control a team of multiple heterogeneous UMS as they conduct multi-faceted (i.e. multi-objective) missions in real time. The control architecture is hierarchical, modular and layered and enables operator interaction at each layer, ensuring the human operator is in close control of the unmanned team at all times. The architecture and key data structures are introduced. Two approaches to distributed collaborative control of heterogeneous unmanned systems are described, including an extension of homogeneous swarm control and a novel application of distributed model predictive control. Initial results are presented, demonstrating heterogeneous UMS teams conducting collaborative missions. Future work will focus on interacting with dynamic targets, integrating alternative control layers, and enabling a deeper and more intimate level of real-time operator control.
INTRODUCTION
The widespread adoption of aerial, ground and sea-borne unmanned systems (UMS) for national security applications provides many advantages, most notably allowing people physical separation from dangerous tasks and environments. However, achieving effective high-performance control over UMS with limited manpower is a significant challenge, and most UMS deployed today require multiple-member operating crews. The control challenge is amplified dramatically when large numbers of UMS must work together, when the environment is complex, and when hostile adversaries are present.
State of the Art
While UMS have become common in modern warfare, to date they have been used almost exclusively against static or only marginally dynamic targets and environments (e.g. slow-paced explosive ordinance disposal operations, deploying sensors and weapons in uncontested airspace). Furthermore, in almost all cases only a single UMS is used for each mission component, requiring little or no coordination with other UMS. In the future, UMS will increasingly be applied to tactical operations with dynamic adversaries and rapidly changing objectives in chaotic environments. We envision operations in which multiple heterogeneous (e.g. ground, air, sea) UMS cooperate toward sets of tactical objectives. The presence of a hostile force requires continuous situational awareness and rapid decisions and responses. Under these challenging conditions, UMS must execute tasks and respond rapidly to fulfill command intent as mission needs and priorities continuously change. The type and level of autonomous control will determine how a field commander is able to direct teams of UMS to achieve specific objectives. Regardless of the physical capabilities of the individual platforms, command and control methods will be a critical determinant of system performance in these situations. The structure and intent of these control methods must derive from the desired operational command experience. *sbuerge@sandia.gov; phone (505)284-3381; fax (505)844-8323; www.sandia.gov + Sandia National Laboratories is a multi-program laboratory managed and operated by Sandia Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corporation, for the U.S. Department of Energy's National Nuclear Security Administration under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.
Today, direct teleoperation, in which human operators control low-level actions of a UMS, is widely used for robotic explosive ordinance disposal and for significant portions of aerial drone missions in uncontested airspace. The main advantage of this approach is that human operators fully control all UMS actions and, barring malfunctions, are fully accountable for machine behavior. Teleoperative control is also generally the most straightforward method to implement and is less affected by changes in the environment than autonomous control methods. Teleoperation relies completely on the operator for intelligent decision making, which creates several disadvantages. The operator's decision making ability is limited by the quality of information he receives, which in turn is potentially limited by the sensor data, the bandwidth of the data link between the operator and UMS, and the operator interface. In a practical combat environment it is virtually impossible to guarantee sufficient quality in each of these to allow a level of remote situational awareness and rapid reaction that is comparable to being located directly in combat. These challenges are amplified when collaboration with other operators of manned or unmanned assets is required, particularly when each UMS is operated remotely by different teams in different locations. Thus to achieve effective combat operations with UMS, some form of autonomy will undoubtedly be necessary.
An alternative strategy is to embed as much intelligence as possible on individual UMS platforms, allowing them to complete tasks with only high-level instruction. Most notably, significant progress has recently been shown in autonomous navigation across difficult terrain 1 and even in vehicle traffic. 2 These capabilities undoubtedly represent an important component of future UMS operations. However, beyond completing individual tasks, team operations require the explicit ability for UMS to cooperate with each other.
Collaborative autonomy methods allow multiple UMS to be directed with a single set of commands. Swarm control enables multiple assets to work together toward a single objective using consensus methods. These approaches perform best when controlling tens to hundreds of very simple homogeneous assets and are effective at tasks like plume localization, moving in formation, and spreading around perimeters. 3, 4 However, relatively few operational missions can be distilled to this sort of simple task, and these behaviors fail to take advantage of the multi-functional capabilities provided by modern military-grade UMS assets.
Other approaches to collaborative autonomy optimize the assignment of tasks (e.g. viewing individual targets) to individual assets, which then execute those tasks independently with minimal coordination. 5, 6 While promising for certain types of operations, these methods are poorly suited to coordinated operations in a shared space and are generally not designed for scenarios in which tasking rapidly changes or the operator wants to adjust performance in real-time.
Scripted autonomy, wherein missions are deconstructed into constituent serial tasks, can be effective under tightly controlled conditions, but is unlikely to survive contact with dynamic adversaries. 
Key features of our approach
We are developing a flexible control architecture that blends elements of swarm control and task assignment methods while taking advantage of continuing advances in platform-level autonomy (e.g. autonomous navigation). This approach uses an intimate man-in-loop command and control scheme for small teams of UMS executing multiple tasks while responding to changing conditions. The primary goal is to automate feasible component behaviors, while leaving more challenging behaviors such as high-level perception and tactics to a human operator, enabling a single operator to effectively control multiple UMS.
Our approach seeks to ultimately achieve the following capabilities:
 A single operator controls multiple heterogeneous UMS working on multiple simultaneous objectives, some of which may require close collaboration  Intelligence in task performance is divided between the operator and the UMS, with the ability to adjust the level of autonomy in response to varying platform capabilities and operational conditions  The operator is in close control of operations at all times by providing control directives based on mission needs and outcomes (e.g. get a camera on target) rather than specific UMS actions (e.g. drive northeast 10 m and turn to face southeast); the operator can also take over teleoperative control at any time  The control architecture is layered and modular to take advantage of available platform-level autonomy The approach consists of an architecture for the handling of shared data and the creation of modular control layers (described in section 2), a set of user tools for interfacing to the system (section 3), and optimization algorithms that implement desired collaborative behaviors (section 4). Section 5 describes results from simulations that demonstrate the performance of the optimization algorithms, and our development system for ongoing hardware experiments. Section 6 provides conclusions and describes our future plans for developing and integrating the other aspects of this system.
ARCHITECTURE AND CONTROL LAYERS
The Sandia Architecture for Heterogeneous UMS Control (SAHUC) formalizes the storage and passing of key data among agents of a heterogeneous unmanned team (Figure 1 ), creating a structure in which modular control elements can be used together to achieve flexible outcomes. SAHUC allows optimization and command generation to be done centrally or be partially or fully distributed (e.g. depending on onboard computing capacity and network quality). SAHUC also accommodates the fact that depending on the mission and asset capabilities, different system agents may produce and consume particular data elements. SAHUC allows any system agent (the operator or any UMS) to update and publish the key structures based on progress or new information, e.g. from sensors, accommodating a wide range of mission objectives and providing efficient data exchange. 
Key data structures
Several critical data structures are defined for sharing among multiple agents. The Enviro (Environment) structure provides 3D model data that describes the bounds and physical features of the space in which the mission is conducted. This informs detailed task definition, UMS path planning, and sensor viewsheds. The model can be constructed by the operator importing data, built in real-time from UMS sensor data, or developed through a combination of these.
The State structure describes the current location, velocity and pose of each UMS. Sensors and estimators onboard each UMS update this data in real time.
The Cmd (Command) structure passes teleoperative commands and/or desired state waypoints to the UMS when these are determined centrally or by the operator.
The MissDef (Mission Definition) structure provides the information that defines mission tasking and goals. Objectives are presented as sets of discrete targets, each with a location, size and shape, commanded behavior and priority.
Behaviors are members of a pre-determined set of basic functions (e.g. "look at," "approach," "follow," "defend against," etc.). MissDef changes continually over time as some targets move, new tasks are added and old ones are completed. The operator / base station and UMS agents can all make changes to MissDef. Each behavior is associated with a pre-defined cost function that mathematically defines the intended outcome. For example, the "approach" cost function is optimized when the distance between a UMS and the target is minimized.
Control layers
The system is structured to layer control functions as shown in Figure 2 . At the highest level, the human operator produces desired behaviors by constructing and manipulating the MissDef structure, providing the functions that are the most challenging to automate reliably, including tactical command and high-level perception. At the lowest level, vehicle specific autonomy moves each UMS from a current state to a desired state. This might include GPS navigation, obstacle avoidance, onboard sense and avoid, and other simple behaviors. The UMS controller receives a target state and returns its actual state while working to minimize the difference between the two. One or more intermediate control layers optimize the multi-UMS system's effectiveness in achieving the behaviors described by MissDef. Collectively these layers receive the Enviro, State, and MissDef structures as inputs and issue target states for each UMS as outputs. These layers can be implemented centrally at a base station, or distributed across the UMS agents. They are highly modular and thus can be easily updated as improved algorithms emerge. Layering allows hybridization of control by different methods, e.g. using computationally efficient swarm algorithms for low-level collaboration while managing overall mission performance with a nonlinear optimization method. The definition of the boundaries between layers can shift depending on operator preference and UMS capabilities. For example, if the UMS does not have an onboard obstacle avoidance capability, then this can be handled by the lowest optimization layer. SAHUC enables operator interaction at each control layer, providing the ability to orchestrate high level behaviors or adjust lower level behaviors, implementing a "sliding scale" for autonomy. At the extreme, the operator can override all autonomy layers and take over teleoperative control of individual UMS. 
OPERATOR INTERFACE TOOLS
The operator's ability to efficiently populate and modify several of the data structures is critical to system performance. Of primary importance are the operator's interactions with the Enviro, Cmd, and MissDef structures. Thus we are developing tools for the operator to intuitively manipulate these structures.
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Environment model tool
The highest performance can be achieved when the system has a three dimensional model of the operating environment (described and shared in the Enviro structure). In most real-world operations, this will not be readily available; however, in many cases there is information that allows an operator to approximate some of the physical features of the environment. We are developing methods to allow the operator to start from available data (e.g. satellite photos, terrain data) and apply his knowledge of the world to construct nominal 3D models of operating environments. For example, we have developed a process, illustrated in Figure 3 , by which a satellite photo of an area can be imported (e.g. from Google Maps), and then augmented by the user by sketching 3D buildings (the user makes assumptions about building height) registered to the locations shown in the satellite photos. The model can then be exported to the Enviro format, shared among system agents, and subsequently updated and detailed using UMS sensor data. He can then use a 3D modeling tool to sketch 3D representations of buildings or other obstacles and objects, registering the sketched models to GPS coordinates via the satellite photo. Finally, the sketched model and reference coordinates can be exported to an Enviro structure, plotted in the third panel. In this example, the Enviro model is 2.5-dimensional (i.e. a single surface).
Command and control tools
The operator can manipulate the Cmd structure by operating a joystick in teleoperative mode. The operator can select one or more UMS to operate, and joystick outputs are translated into commands. Alternatively, GPS waypoints can be provided, also via the Cmd structure.
The operator commands and influences the mission predominately by manipulating the MissDef structure. The development of a graphical tool with this purpose, allowing mission goals and priorities to be detailed by designating targets and target regions within the 3D model and assigning associated behaviors, is a focus of ongoing work. 
OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS
Extensions of linear swarm control
Linear swarm control 3, 4, 8 is powerful in ensuring stable consensus of simple homogeneous vehicles performing basic tasks in computationally and communications bandwidth limited networks. Tasks are generally constructed to use the asset position as the system output -e.g. by spreading uniformly around a perimeter, taking and maintaining a formation, or converging to a source. This limits the applicability of these methods to relatively simple missions.
This approach can be extended to take advantage of some types of heterogeneity between vehicles, and to optimize against certain mission requirements. Schematic control block diagrams for two similar systems of I vehicles interacting along a 1D space (line) are shown in Figure 4 . In each case, the i th vehicle's position is described by the state variable x i . The left diagram is analogous to Figure 2 in Feddema et al. 8 and shows a system of I identical vehicles. Each vehicle knows the location of its nearest neighbors and incorporates that information into its control input u i , multiplying first by the interaction gain γ, producing the following velocity control input for the i th vehicle:
If start and end positions are provided to the 1 st and I th vehicles in this network (as shown in the diagram), γ is properly selected, and the vehicles have simple dynamics (e.g. proportional control gains and first-order vehicle plant dynamics), then over time the vehicles will converge to an equal spacing along the line. This result has been proven to extend to very large numbers of vehicles.
8 Figure 4 . Two schematic representations of 1D networks of interacting vehicles. In the left pane (adapted from Feddema et al. 8 ), all vehicles are identical, the vehicle position is the only variable shared among the assets, and all interaction gains are equal. In the right pane, vehicles are heterogeneous and an Output Function converts vehicle position into operationally meaningful variables, which are shared between assets. Interaction gains γ are also heterogeneous.
The right diagram in Figure 4 shows a method of incorporating heterogeneity among the vehicles in the network. Differences might be in individual vehicle plant characteristics (e.g. aerial versus ground vehicles), controllers (e.g. different maximum speeds), or capabilities (e.g. sensor suites) of different vehicles. This second architecture also enables tasks to be shared in more complex ways than simply by arranging position of the vehicles. This is accomplished with the addition of the "Output Function" block to each vehicle. This block translates the vehicle location x i into output Heterogeneity can also be reflected by varying the interaction gains between vehicles. In the homogeneous example (left side of Figure 4) , equal γ across all vehicles ensures equal spacing between them at steady state. The γx i contribution to the command input for vehicles i-1 and i+1 effectively repels the latter two vehicles from vehicle i. Therefore, increasing γ i only, while keeping γ constant for all other vehicles, will increase the extent to which i's neighbors are repelled by i, and ultimately increase the separation between i and its neighbors. This may be desirable if vehicle i is particularly effective at the task measured by the output variable. In this sense, the interaction gains on the output of the i th vehicle can be loosely understood to reflect the quality of performance of the vehicle in the task space, relative to the performance of the other vehicles at the same task.
As a simple example, consider five ground vehicles constrained to move along the same line. Each is outfitted with a camera, and the cameras can have different fields of view and different resolutions, creating heterogeneity between the vehicles. All cameras face perpendicular to the line of movement, and the task goal is to optimize camera coverage of a second target line that runs parallel to the line of movement at a distance z. This situation is depicted in Figure 5 .
In this example, the output variable y i quantifies camera coverage on the target line, and can be represented as a minimum and maximum boundary value depending on the state x i :
Here, θ ui and θ di are the upward-and downward-looking angles, respectively, that characterize the camera's viewshed, as shown in Figure 5 ; vehicle i's camera covers the region between y i (b) and y i (a). The relevant (max or min) value is shared with the nearest neighbors in increasing and decreasing x, via the vehicle-specific interaction gain γ ij , such that: Figure 5 shows the result of a five-vehicle simulation applying this method. Each camera has a different viewshed, and the camera on vehicle 2 is asymmetric (θ u2 ≠ θ l2 ). The camera on vehicle 4 has much lower resolution than those on the rest of the vehicles, and this is reflected in the fact that (4) Thus the goal is to cover all of the target line with camera viewsheds, and to maximally overlap the viewsheds from other cameras with the camera on vehicle 4 to minimize the portion of the line that is only seen in that camera. Figure 5 shows that this approach achieves the desired outcome. This provides an example of heterogeneous vehicles interacting through modified swarm control by sharing an operationally meaningful quantity (in this case camera coverage), rather than simply their location. This approach retains the computational simplicity of swarm control for heterogeneous collaboration, and can be extended to more complex geometries and mission objectives.
Distributed model predictive control
While it can be expanded to include heterogeneity, basic swarm control remains quite limited in dealing with important nonlinearities, such as deciding that vehicles should trade places in a task. We have developed an approach for distributed model predictive control (MPC) of several robotic vehicles. Optimal control such as MPC has great appeal in linking high-level objectives to quantitative behavior; however, an online optimization of an entire robot team is not practical due to the poor scalability of most optimization algorithms. 9 Instead, the vehicles are considered separately and the optimization is partitioned such that each agent determines an optimal strategy based on knowledge of its own state plus that of some of its "neighbors," rather than the whole team. These neighbors may be selected based on physical proximity, some identification index, or asset category. The distributed implementation of locally optimal controls may then form an approximately optimal solution of the whole.
MPC has three key elements including: (1) a prediction model, (2) a performance index (or cost function) and (3) a method for obtaining the control law. 10 At each time sampling instant, the initial state 00 () x t x  is determined through measurement or estimation, and a sequence of control inputs (assigned to discrete time intervals) is computed such that the predicted trajectories (and inputs) minimize the performance index subject to constraints. The first control in the sequence is applied to the system, the time index is incremented, and the remaining controls in the sequence are used to initialize the subsequent optimization. MPC has been used for both wheeled and flying robots. 11, 12 For a system comprised of I assets and K objectives/targets, the assets and objectives have dynamic models. The asset models are given as 
subject to constraints (i) 0 , f t t t    (defining the time horizon for optimization), (ii) x   (defining the region of operations), (iii) () ii u t U  (bounding permissible control inputs), and equations (5) and (6) To proceed, we define a set k  for each objective, as the subset of assets in the swarm that are capable of "acting" on objective k. Thus, the swarm agents are not physically coupled but are coupled locally instead through the performance index and through their opportunity to affect/accomplish the same objectives. Assignments must be made between assets and objectives.
When each objective is assigned an asset, the MPC solution for the i th asset is attained by solving an optimization
, and equations (5) and (6) 
. This correspondence is most intuitive when KI  since the case allows a one-to-one assignment of assets to targets/objectives. This approach, however, requires one to determine the optimal assignment of assets and objectives and thus a set of discrete-valued decision variables.
System models that contain both continuous and discrete-event (switching) dynamics are known as hybrid systems. An optimal control problem for a hybrid system is to determine the continuous control input and select the decision control input so that the input and its resulting trajectory minimize a user-defined performance index. In practice, this optimization approach is NP-hard. 13 However, we employ a simple algorithm to distribute this computational burden; at each time step, for vehicles l and m in the set of vehicles capable of acting on both objectives r and s ( , rs lm  ), a comparative evaluation of (8) The approach is demonstrated in a simple simulation example using three vehicles and three targets. The objective is for the vehicles to position themselves such that each target is within the viewshed of one of the vehicle cameras. The optimization in equation (8) was expressed in discrete-time using direction collocation methods, 14 and the simulation was performed in Matlab wherein the optimization was solved at each time step using the function fmincon from the Matlab Optimization Toolbox. The MPC optimization in each case was over a 10 second window with a 1-second time step. The only difference between the vehicles was the constraint on vehicle speed; vehicle 2 has a maximum speed of 3 m/sec while the others have a maximum speed of 1 m/sec. Obstacles were defined implicitly through the constraint on vehicle state   i x . The resulting behavior is shown for several time steps in Figure 6 . In the beginning, vehicle 1 is assigned to objective 2, 2 to 1, and 3 to 3. At t=1 sec, vehicles 1 and 2 reassign based on a comparison of costs. As they progress toward their respective targets, vehicles 2 and 3 then reassign based on a comparison of costs at t= 6 sec. Vehicle 2 uses its greater speed to ultimately select the furthest target even though vehicle 3 began the mission closer to it. 
INITIAL RESULTS
Integrated simulations
Integrated simulations were conducted to demonstrate the application of the optimization algorithms and real-time integration with the 3D modeling / simulation environment, which was developed in Sandia's UMBRA mod / sim engine. 15 Each UMS and its low level controller were simulated in an independent UMBRA network process on the same computer running the simulated base station. The MPC optimizer was run in Matlab on a separate networked computer. While the optimization algorithms for all vehicles were run at a central processing node, they were mathematically distributed as described in the previous section.
The first integrated simulation example is analogous to the example in Section 4.2, and included three ground vehicles and three targets in an obstacle-laden environment. As before, the mission goal was to bring each target into the field of view of one camera. As described in Section 4.2, depending on the proximity to each target and the speed and camera properties of each UMS, the assignment of each UMS to each target may vary. In this case, vehicle 2 ultimately pursued the farthest target, because it is fastest, even though the target was initially closer to vehicle 3 than to vehicle 2. This is shown in Figure 7 .
In the second example, a pan/tilt camera on a tower was added to the simulation, as was a fourth target. The UMS vehicles were placed in different initial conditions than in the previous example. The result of this run is shown in Figure  8 . The pan/tilt camera is very different than the other vehicles in the system, but it can be integrated to the control paradigm and can trade target assignments with the other UMS in real-time. As the pan/tilt device needs only to rotate, it is the best equipped to reach the target farthest from the starting point of the ground vehicles. Because none of the obstacles interfere with its line of sight to this target, it does so. It is noteworthy that because they start in different initial positions, ground vehicles 2 and 3 end up at different targets than in the previous run ( Figure 7 ). This provides a simple example of handling vehicle heterogeneity without explicit operator involvement. In both cases, the operator ordered very similar missions, and they were completed successfully -though the control algorithms executed the solution in slightly different ways based on different initial conditions, targets and asset availability. Figure 8 shows two views of the same result. Camera viewsheds, which are computed at each time step in the mission, are shown. Viewshed cones (transparent blue) and intersection with model (green) are shown.
Hardware system
We have developed a system capable of repeating this test with real robotic assets substituted for simulation elements. The system is designed to accommodate both live and virtual elements, so that switching from a simulated to real UMS simply requires replacing the simulation process with a network client that controls a real robotic vehicle. The ground robots used are the Jaguar 4x4 and Jaguar Lite from Dr. Robot, 16 and a real pan/tilt camera is also used. Each ground robot is controlled using a laptop running the Robot Operating System (ROS).
17 Each robot uses GPS waypoint navigation (using an onboard compass, GPS and IMU) to move to each incremental target state. Figure 9 shows the operator interface (including 3D model view and camera feeds from each vehicle) and several of the ground vehicles moving to targets in a trial run. As the system's capabilities mature, experiments will be run to quantify statistical performance in hardware and results will be compared to simulation. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have established an architecture for the control of teams of heterogeneous UMS working toward mission goals under the control of a single operator. We have developed and demonstrated two different methods for collaborative control of heterogeneous UMS, and we have presented results of simulations that show effective collaborative execution of simple tasks. Ongoing work is focused on demonstrating collaboration in more complex missions, e.g. against dynamic targets, on hardware and live-virtual systems, and on developing command and control tools to enable an operator to influence UMS team behavior in real-time.
